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The class of Butler groupspure subgroups of finite-rank torsion-free com-
pletely decomposable groupshas been widely studied by abelian group theorists.
Here we present several classification results for groups in two chains of special
Ž . Ž . Ž .subclasses of the Butler groups, the K n - and co-K n -groups. The classes K n
Ž .and co-K n , n 1, are defined by balanced and cobalanced exact sequences of
Butler groups, respectively. We give direct sum decompositions of certain pure
Ž . Ž .subgroups of K n -groups and certain torsion-free quotients of co-K n -groups.
The direct sum decompositions characterize the groups in those classes and extend
some well-known results for Butler groups.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The context for this study is the class of Butler groups, a subclass of the
class of torsion-free abelian groups. In particular, a Butler group is a pure
subgroup of a finite-rank completely decomposable torsion-free abelian
group. Equivalently, a Butler group can be viewed as a torsion-free
quotient of a finite-rank completely decomposable group. The class of
Butler groups has been the subject of study by abelian group theorists for
many years, and there are several classification results for groups in special
subclasses. We confine our study to two chains of subclasses of Butler
groups that appear to hold promise for the expansion of some known
 classification results, as was noted by Nongxa and Vinsonhaler 9 .
Throughout, all groups will be torsion-free abelian unless otherwise noted.
 Butler, in his 1965 paper 3 , and Arnold and Vinsonhaler in their 1983
 paper 2 characterized Butler groups using direct sum decompositions.
Their characterizations involve the structure of pure subgroups and tor-
sion-free quotients defined in terms of the types of nonzero elements.
Ž .Given a torsion-free abelian group G, G  is the subgroup of G gener-
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Ž .ated by all nonzero elements of type  or greater. The subgroup G*  is
generated by all nonzero elements of type greater than  . In general, if S
² :is a subset of G, S  will denote the pure subgroup of G generated by S.
² Ž .: Ž .The group G*  , however, will be denoted by G  . The subgroup
     Ž . 4G  is defined by G   ker f  f : G X , where X is any rank- 
   one group of type  , and G*  is the intersection of all subgroups G 
with   . The set of types of all nonzero elements of G is called the
typeset of G. The set of types of torsion-free rank-one quotients of G is
the cotypeset of G. A set of pairwise incomparable types is an antichain of
types.
Butler proved the following theorem:
 THEOREM 1.1 3 . The group G is a Butler group if and only if
Ž . Ž .a typeset G is finite; and
Ž . Ž . Ž .b for eery type  , G  G 	G  , where G is a -homoge- 
Ž . Ž .neous completely decomposable group, and G  G*  is finite.
Here we will refer to the direct sum decomposition given in Theorem
Ž .1.1 b as the Butler decomposition. Arnold and Vinsonhaler proved a dual
to Theorem 1.1:
 THEOREM 1.2 2 . The group G is a Butler group if and only if
Ž . Ž .a cotypeset G is finite; and
Ž .    b for eery type  , G*  G  is -homogeneous completely decom-
       posable, the exact sequence 0G*  G  GG  GG*   0
   is split exact, and, if H is the image of GG*  in 	 GG  , then
² :H H is finite.
Ž .We will refer to the decomposition in Theorem 1.2 b as the dual Butler
decomposition.
The exact sequence of torsion-free groups E: 0 A B C is bal-
Ž . Ž . Ž .anced exact if 0 A   B   C   0 is exact for every type  .
Equivalently, E is balanced exact if rank-one groups are projective relative
Ž  .to the sequence see 4 . The exact sequence E is cobalanced exact if
     0 AA   BB   CC   0 is pure exact for every type  .
Equivalently, E is cobalanced exact if rank-one groups are injective
Ž  .relative to the sequence see 2 .
 In his 1989 paper 7 , Kravchenko introduced two strictly decreasing
Ž . Ž .chains of subclasses of Butler groups which he denoted B n and CB n .
The groups in these classes are defined by balanced and cobalanced exact
sequences, respectively, and form the basis of our study. We adopt the
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  Ž . Ž .notation used by Nongxa and Vinsonhaler 9 , replacing B n with K n
Ž . Ž .and CB n with co-K n .
Ž . Ž .Denote the class of Butler groups by K 0 . For n 1, K n is the class
of groups that appear as the groups A in a balanced exact sequence
E: 0 A B C 0 in which B is a finite-rank completely decom-
Ž .posable group and C is a K n
 1 -group. In this case we call E a
Ž . Ž .K n -sequence and A a K n -group. Kravchenko proved that the intersec-
Ž .  Ž .tion K   K n consists exactly of the finite-rank completely de-i0
composable groups.
Ž . Ž .The definition of the classes co-K n is dual to that of the classes K n .
Ž . Ž .Let co-K 0 denote the class of Butler groups. For n 1, co-K n is the
class of Butler groups that appear as the quotient C in a cobalanced exact
sequence E: 0 A B C 0 in which B is a finite-rank completely
Ž .decomposable group and A is a co-K n
 1 -group. In this case we call E
Ž . Ž . Ž .a co-K n -sequence, and C a co-K n -group. The intersection co-K  
 Ž . co-K n is also equal to the class of finite-rank completely decompos-i0
able groups.
In Section 2 we present several preliminary results on balanced and
cobalanced Butler groups. Section 3 contains direct sum decomposition
Ž .results extending Theorem 1.1 for groups in the classes K n . In Section 4
we discuss direct sum decomposition results extending Theorem 1.2 for
Ž .groups in the classes co-K n . Finally, in Section 5 we construct examples
Ž . Ž .of K n - and co-K m -groups for positive integers n and m and examine
Ž . Ž .the extent to which the classes K n and co-K m intersect. Please refer to
   2, 4 or 5 for any unexplained terminology or notation.
2. BACKGROUND
 Results from Kravchenko’s paper 7 form the foundation for the study
Ž . Ž .of K n - and co-K n -groups. Several results from that paper will be
 presented in this section without proof. Those results that appear in 7 will
be specifically noted.
 LEMMA 2.1 7, Lemma 14 . Let A be a Butler group. For eery pair of
  ²    :types  and  , A    A   A  .
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a cobalanced subgroup of the torsion-free group B.
   Then for eery type  , A   A B  .
     Proof. It is enough to show that A B   A  . Let a A B  .
Ž .If f : A X, where X is a rank-one group with type X   , then
cobalancedness of A in B implies that there is a map f : B X which
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  Ž . Ž .extends f. Since a B  we know that f a  0, so that f a  0 as well.
     Therefore a A  and A B   A  .
 4Let G be a torsion-free group of rank n and let S x , . . . , x be a1 n
²maximal independent subset of G. Define K  x , . . . , x ,i 1 i
1
:x , . . . , x  for each i. The outer type of G is the supremum of thei1 n
types of the rank-one torsion-free quotients GK , . . . , GK and is1 n
Ž .   Ž .denoted by OT G . Warfield 10 proved that OT G is independent of the
choice of the maximal independent set S. If G is a torsion-free group of
finite rank and H is a subgroup of G such that GH is a rank-one
Ž . Ž .  torsion-free quotient of G, then type GH OT G 1, Proposition 1.8 .
This property of the outer type can be of particular use when we consider
images of nonzero homomorphisms f : GQ.
LEMMA 2.3. Let C be a pure proper subgroup of the finite-rank torsion-free
  Ž .group B. If  is any type and B   C B then OT BC   .
Ž .Proof. We prove the assertion by contrapositive. Suppose OT BC 
Ž . Ž Ž ..   . Then given any fHom BC, Q , type image f   . Let x B 
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..and fHom BC, Q . If f x C  0 then type f x C   . So the
f
Ž . Ž .composition B BC  image f  X is a map  : B X with  x 
Ž . 0, a contradiction. Thus f x C  0 for all f : BCQ and for all
 x B  .
There exists an embedding of BC into Qn where n is the rank of
BC. Therefore if 0 b C BC, then there exists a map g : BC
Ž .  Q with g b C  0. Thus if x B  , then x C 0 in BC. There-
 fore x C, and B  is a subgroup of C. This completes the proof.
 LEMMA 2.4. Let A be a pure subgroup of B such that A B  is pure in
B for eery type  . Let AA be a torsion-free quotient of A. Then for eery0
Ž  . Ž . type  , A B  A  AA  BA  .0 0 0
Ž . Ž  .Proof. Let a b  A be an element of A B  A , where 0 0
    Ž . a A and b  B  . Note b  B  implies that b  A  BA  .   0 0
Ž  . Ž . Therefore A B  A  AA  BA  . Thus we need only show0 0 0
Ž .  Ž  .that AA  BA   A B  A .0 0 0
Ž .  Ž  .Suppose that AA  BA   A B  A . Since AA 0 0 0 0
Ž  . Ž .  Ž  .A B  A it must be the case that BA   A B  A 0 0 0
ŽŽ . ŽŽ  . .BA . By Lemma 2.3, OT BA  A B  A   . Thus there ex-0 0 0
Ž  . Ž Ž ..ists a homomorphism f : B A B  Q with type image f   , a
  Ž  .contradiction since the image of BB   B A B  Q has type
Ž .  Ž  .  . Therefore AA  BA   A B  A , as desired.0 0 0
 The proof of the following proposition is given in 7 and is a straightfor-
 ward dual to the proof of Lemma 1.2 in 9 .
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 PROPOSITION 2.5 7, Lemma 12 . If E: 0 A B  C 0 is an
exact sequence of Butler groups, then
Ž . Ž  .  a  B  is a subgroup of torsion index in C  for all types  ,
Ž . Ž  .    b  B   C  if and only if A B  is a pure subgroup of B,
and
Ž . Ž  .  c E is cobalanced exact if and only if  B   C  for all types  .
 COROLLARY 2.6 7, Corollary 13 . Gien an exact sequence of Butler

groups E: 0 A B  C 0, the following are equialent:
Ž .a E is a cobalanced exact sequence;
Ž .      b 0 A   B   C   0 is exact for eery type  ;
Ž .  c A B  is pure in B for eery type  .
The following routine lemma outlining some basic properties of cobal-
 anced subgroups is dual to Lemma 1.1 in 9 .
LEMMA 2.7. Let H K be pure subgroups of the torsion-free group G.
Ž .a If H is cobalanced in G, then H is cobalanced in K.
Ž .b If K is cobalanced in G, then KH is cobalanced in GH.
Ž .c If H is cobalanced in G and KH is cobalanced in GH, then K is
cobalanced in G.
Ž .d If H is cobalanced in K and K is cobalanced in G, then H is
cobalanced in G.
The following theorem is the second of Kravchenko’s main theorems in
  Ž .7 and gives several characterizations of co-K n groups. For the sake of
brevity no proof is given here. We give additional characterizations of
these groups in Section 4.
 THEOREM 2.8 7, Theorem 15 . For a Butler group C and any n 0, the
following are equialent:
Ž . Ž .a C is a co-K n -group.
Ž .  4 n   ² Ž .b For any set of types  , . . . ,  ,  C   c C  type c 1 n i1 i
: , i 1, . . . , n .i
Ž .  4 n  c For any set of types  , . . . ,  ,  C  is a cobalanced sub-1 n i1 i
group of C.
Ž .     Ž .d For all types  , C  is cobalanced in C and C  is a co-K n
 1 -
group.
Ž .Note: A consequence of Theorem 2.8 is that every co-K n -group is also
Ž .a co-K m -group for 0m n.
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  Ž .COROLLARY 2.9 7, Corollary 16 . Let C be a co-K n -group for n 0.
  Ž .Then for eery type  , CC  is a co-K n -group.
The final result in this section is dual to Corollary 1.9 of Theorems 1.7
 and 1.8 in 9 .

PROPOSITION 2.10. If E: 0 A B  C 0 is a balanced exact
sequence of Butler groups with B completely decomposable and C
Ž . Ž . Ž .co-K n 1 , n 0 , then E is a co-K n 1 sequence. In particular, A is
Ž .a co-K n -group and E is cobalanced exact.
Proof. First we will show that E is a cobalanced exact sequence.
Ž .Because C co-K n 1 for n 0, there is a cobalanced exact sequence

Ž .E: 0 A B C 0 in which A is a co-K n group and B is a
completely decomposable group. Because E is balanced exact there exists
Ž  .  f : B B with  f  . By Proposition 2.5,  B   C  for
Ž  .   Ž  . Ž Ž  ..every type  . Thus  B   C    B    f  B  
Ž  . B  , and E is cobalanced exact by Proposition 2.5. We proceed to
Ž .show that A co-K n , the case n 0 being trivial.
Let n 1 be given and assume that the proposition is true for all k n.
Ž .Suppose that E is a balanced exact sequence with C co-K n 1 and
 4let  , . . . ,  be any set of types. For ease of notation, we define1 n
ˆ k  G  G  for a group G and positive integer k n. Becausek i1 i
ˆŽ . Ž .C co-K n , A co-K n
 1 by the induction hypothesis. Thus A isn
1
cobalanced in A by Theorem 2.8.
ˆTo prove the proposition it suffices to show that A is cobalanced in A,n
Ž .for in this case A co-K n by Theorem 2.8. Furthermore, to prove that
ˆ ˆ ˆ   A is cobalanced in A, we need only show that A     A n n
1 n n
1 n
ˆ ˆ    A  for every type  . In this case, we will have that A  n
1 n
1 n
ˆ ˆ A  is pure in A by Lemma 2.1. Corollary 2.6 then implies thatn
1 n
1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ   A  is cobalanced in A . However, A   A by Lemma 2.2,n
1 n n
1 n
1 n n
ˆ and the result follows from Lemma 2.7. It remains to show that A  n
1 n
ˆ ˆ      A   A  for every type  .n
1 n n
1
ˆSince A is cobalanced in A, which itself is cobalanced in B, we haven
1
ˆ ˆŽ .A cobalanced in B by Lemma 2.7 a . It follows then that A isn
1 n
1
ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .cobalanced in B by Lemma 2.7 b , as A  B . Therefore, then
1 n
1 n
1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆsequence E: 0 A  B  C  0 is cobalanced exact. Hencen
1 n
1 n
1
ˆ ˆ ˆ     0 A     B     C     0 is exact for alln
1 n n
1 n n
1 n
 by Corollary 2.6.
ˆ ˆ ˆ     Suppose that x A     B    . Because B   n
1 n n
1 n n
1 n
ˆ ˆ    B   B  by Lemma 2.1, we can write x b b , wheren
1 n n
1 
ˆ ˆ ˆ      Ž . Ž .b B  and b  B  . Since A     ker  ,  b bn
1 n  n
1 n
1 n 
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ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .       0 implies that  b 
 b  C   C   C  C   n
1 n n
1 n
² Ž . : Žc C  type c   , . . . ,  ,  the latter equality follows from Theo-1 n
. Ž . Ž .rem 2.8 . Thus  b Ý c with type c   , . . . ,  ,  for each i. Sincei i 1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .E is balanced exact, c   b for some b with type b  type c .i i i B i C i
ˆ ˆ    ŽThis implies that b  B   B  for each i. Therefore,  b
i n
1 n n
1
ˆ ˆ.  Ý b  0, and b
Ý b  a  A  by cobalancedness of E.i i  n
1 nn  ˆ  By a similar argument, b 
Ý b  a  A  for some elements i  n
1
 ˆ ˆ     Ž .b  B   B  . Thus  Ý b Ý b  0 gives us that Ý b i n
1 n n
1 i i i
 ˆ  ˆ ˆ ˆ   Ý b  A . So Ý b Ý b  B   B   A , which equalsi n
1 i i n
1 n n
1 n
1
ˆ ˆ ˆ    Ž  A   A  by Lemma 2.2. Therefore, x b b  A  n
1 n n
1  n
1 n
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ .        A   A   A   A   A  . This implies thatn
1 n
1 n n
1 n
1 n n
1
ˆ ˆ ˆ     A     A   A  , as desired.n
1 n n
1 n n
1
Ž .3. CHARACTERIZATION OF K n -GROUPS
  Ž .In his paper 7 , Kravchenko gave several characterizations of K n -
groups. One such characterization, given in the next theorem, serves not
only as motivation for some of the results that follow but as an integral
part of the proofs of those results.
 THEOREM 3.1 7, 9 . Let A be a Butler group and let n be a non-negatie
integer. The following are equialent:
Ž . Ž .a A is a K n -group.
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .b For eery set of types  , . . . ,  , A   A  is a balanced1 n 1 n
subgroup of A.
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .c For eery set of types  , . . . ,  , A   A  is a pure1 n1 1 n1
subgroup of A.
Ž .Part c of Theorem 3.1 and the Butler decomposition of Theorem 1.1
Ž .lead us to the following results for groups in the class K n :
Ž .THEOREM 3.2. If G K n for n 0 and if T is any antichain of types
  Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..with 1 T  n 2 then Ý G   	 G 	 Ý G  ,T T  T
where G is a completely decomposable homogeneous group of type  for each
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. T. Furthermore, Ý G   Ý G*  is finite.T T
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. When n 0, G is Butler and
     T  1 or T  2. If T  1, then the Butler decomposition gives the
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Žresult. If T  ,  , then G  G   G 	G   G 	0 1 0 1  0 0 1
Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..G   G 	G  G   G  . We show that this sum is1   0 10 1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..direct. If g G 	G  G   G  , then g x  x  y  0 1 0 1 00 1
Ž . y with x G and y G  for i 0, 1. Then x 
 y  y 
 x .1 i  i i 0 0 1 1i
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If x  0 then   type x 
 y  type y 
 x  type y  type x1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
Ž . type x   , contradicting the incomparability of  and  . Thus1 1 0 1
x  0. A similar argument gives x  0, whence g 0 and the sum is1 0
direct.
Now let n 1 and suppose that the result holds for all k n. Let G be
Ž .  a K n -group and let T be an antichain of types with 1 T  n 2. If
  Ž .T  n  1 then the induction hypothesis gives us Ý G  T
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .	 G 	 Ý G  , as G is a K n
 1 -group. It suffices then toT  T
 consider the case T  n 2.
 4 n1 Ž .Let T   ,  , . . . ,  . By induction we have Ý G  0 1 n1 i0 i
Ž n1 . Ž n1 Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž n1 .	 G 	 Ý G   G 	G  . Let x 	 G Gi1  i1 i  0 i1  i 0 i 0
and write x x  x  x with x G for each i. If x  0,1 n1 0 i  0i
 4 Ž . Žthen x  0 for some j 1, . . . , n 1 . Thus   type x  type xj 0 0 1
. n1 Ž . x  type x   , a contradiction since T is an an-n1 i1 i j
n1 Ž . Ž n1 . Ž n1 Ž ..tichain. So x x  0 and Ý G   	 G  Ý G  . An0 i0 i i0  i0 ii
argument similar to that in the case n 0 shows that this sum is also
n1 Ž . n1 Ž .direct. Finally, Ý G  Ý G*  is finite because it is an epimor-i0 i i0 i
n1Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..phic image of the direct sum of the finite groups 	 G   G* i0 i i
n1  n1Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. 	 G   	 G*  . This completes the proof.i0 i i0 i
Ž .The following theorem characterizes K n -groups using direct sum
decompositions of the type given in Theorem 3.2.
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be a Butler group and let n be a non-negatie
Ž .integer. Then G is a K n -group if and only if for eery antichain of types
  ² Ž .: Ž .T with 1 T  n 1 we hae that Ý G   	 G 	T T 
Ž Ž ..Ý G  , where G is a completely decomposable homogeneous groupT 
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..of type  for each  T. In this case, Ý G   Ý G*  is finiteT T
² Ž .: Ž .and Ý G  Ý G  .T T
Proof. Let n 0 be given and let T be any antichain of types with
  Ž . Ž .1 T  n 1. Suppose G is a K n -group. By Theorem 3.1, Ý G T
is a pure subgroup of G. Thus we can apply Theorem 3.2 to see that
² Ž .: Ž . Ž . Ž  Ž ..Ý G    Ý G   	 G 	 Ý G  , and T   T   T    T
Ž . Ž .Ý G  Ý G*  is finite.T T
Conversely, suppose that G is a Butler group and that for any antichain
  ² Ž .: Ž .of types T with 1 T  n 1 we have Ý G   	 G 	T T 
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Ý G  . Clearly Ý G  Ý G  . Also, since G is homo-T T T 
Ž . Ž .geneous of type  , G  G   Ý G  for all  T. Thus T
² Ž .: Ž . Ž .Ý G  Ý G  so that Ý G  is a pure subgroup of G.T T T
Ž .Therefore G is a K n -group by Theorem 3.1.
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Ž .4. CHARACTERIZATION OF co-K n -GROUPS
In this section we will prove a structure theorem for groups of the form
n   Ž .G G  , where G is a co-K n -group. First it will be necessary toi0 i
establish a few lemmas.
Ž .LEMMA 4.1. If G co-K 1 and if  and  are any types, then
Ž  .      G  *  G  G*  .
Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 2.2 and the defini-
   tions of G  and G*  .
 4LEMMA 4.2. If G is a Butler group and  , . . . ,  is an antichain of types1 n
with n 2, then
Ž .      a G*  G  G  wheneer i j,i i j
Ž . n   n  b Ý G*  Ý G  .k1 k k1 k
Ž .          Proof. a Let gG*  G  . Since gG  G*  G  wei i i i i
Ž  .  know that type gG    . Suppose that for all xG  weGG  i i ii  Ž .  have g xG  . Then type g x   for all xG  .j G j i
  Ž  .By 4, Chap. 85 we see that   type g  G  i GG   ii
Ž . type g x   , a contradiction, as  and  are incompara-xG  G j i ji    ble. Thus g  g xG  for some xG  , and we have g g 
j i
         xG  G  . Therefore, G*  G  G  .i j i i j
Ž . Ž .b This follows immediately from part a .
Ž .LEMMA 4.3. If G co-K n , n 0, then for any antichain of types
 4     Ž n1  .   , . . . ,  , G*  G*    G  G  .0 n1 0 0 i1 i 0
Ž .Proof. Suppose G co-K 0 and  and  are incomparable types. By0 1
Ž    .     Ž    .the modular law, G*  G  G  G*   G  G  .0 1 0 0 1 0
Ž .          Lemma 4.2 a implies that G*  G  G  , so G*  G  0 0 1 0 1
   G  G*  . Thus the case n 0 is complete. We proceed by induc-0 0
tion on n.
Let n 1 be given and assume that the lemma holds for k n.
Ž .  4Suppose that G co-K n and that  , . . . ,  is an antichain of types.0 n1
  Ž .By Theorem 2.8, G   co-K n
 1 , so the induction hypothesis im-n1
plies that
   G  * Ž .n1 0
n
            G  *   G   G   . 1Ž .Ž . n1 0 n1 i n1 0ž /ž /
i1
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Ž .       Because G is a co-K n -group with n 1, G   G  G n1 i n1 i
Ž  .      for 0 i n by Lemma 2.2. Also, G  *  G  G*  byn1 0 n1 0
Ž .Lemma 4.1. Making these substitutions into Eq. 1 and simplifying yields
n1
           G  G*   G*   G   G  G  . 2Ž .Ž .n1 0 0 i n1 0ž /
i1
  Ž .  Adding G  to both sides of Eq. 2 and simplifying now yields G  0 0
Ž    . Ž   Ž n1  ..  G  G*   G*    G  G  . However, an ar-n1 0 0 i1 i 0
  Ž  gument similar to that in the case n 0 gives us that G   G  0 n1
 .  G*  G*  , completing the proof.0 0
Given a set of types T , we will need to consider the image of the
   canonical embedding of G G  into 	 GG  in several ofT T
 4the results that follow. This image will be denoted by G . If T  , . . . , T 0 k
k  then we will write G to denote the image of G G  ink i0 i
k   n  	 GG  for 0 k n. Elements of 	 GG  will sometimes bei0 i i0 i
Ž . Ž .denoted by g , . . . , g and elements of G by g, . . . , g .0 n T
Ž .  4LEMMA 4.4. If G co-K n for n 0 and if T  , . . . ,  is any set0 n
n   n  of types, then the image of G G  in 	 GG  under thei0 i i0 i
canonical embedding is pure.
Proof. The case n 0 is trivial. Assume that the lemma is true for
Ž .  4k n. Suppose that G is a co-K n -group and that T  , . . . ,  is any0 n
 set of types. Suppose that for some prime p and elements gGG  wei i
Ž . Ž .have p g , . . . , g , g  g, . . . , g, g G .0 n
1 n n
Ž .Since G is a co-K n
 1 -group, the induction hypothesis implies that
n
1   Ž .G is pure in 	 GG  . So if we view g , . . . , g , 0 as ann
1 i0 i 0 n
1
n
1   Ž .element of 	 GG  , then purity implies that g , . . . , g , 0 i0 i 0 n
1
Ž . Ž .x, . . . , x, 0 for some xG. Thus we have p g , . . . , g , g 0 n
1 n
n
1Ž . Ž . Ž .  p x, . . . , x, g  g, . . . , g, g . This implies that p x
 g  G n n i0 i
 G  , a pure subgroup of G by Theorem 2.8 and Corollary 2.6. Son
n
1    x
 g  G  G  , which implies that x
 g  h h withn i0 i n n n
n
1    h G  and h G  . Let x x
 h g  h . Then xi0 i n n n n
Ž n
1  . n
1       G   x   G  and x  G   g  G  . Thusi0 i i0 i n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .g , . . . , g , g  x , . . . , x , g  x , . . . , x , x  , whence0 n
 1 n n
Ž .g , . . . , g , g is an element of G . Therefore G is a pure subgroup of0 n
1 n n n
n  	 GG  as desired.i0 i
LEMMA 4.5. Let G be a Butler group and let n be a non-negatie integer
 such that for eery antichain of types T , where 1 T  n 1 the image of
n   n  G G  in 	 GG  under the canonical embedding is pure.i0 i i0 i
Ž .Then G is a co-K n -group.
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Proof. The proof is by induction on n, the case n 0 being trivial.
Assume that the lemma is true for all k n. Let G be a group with the
 given property for all antichains of types T with 1 T  n 1. To prove
Ž .that G co-K n it suffices to show that for any set of types S
 4   Ž n  . , . . . ,  the group G    G  is pure in G. The result then0 n 0 i1 i
follows directly from Corollary 2.6 and Theorem 2.8.
  n  Suppose that S is an antichain. To prove that G   G  is a0 i1 i
Ž  pure subgroup of G it suffices to show that G  0
n  . n   n   G   G  is pure in G G  . Consider the compositioni1 i i1 i i1 i
of embeddings
n G  G G G Gj 	
0   	  ,	n n n          G   G  G   G  G i0i0 i i0 i 0 i1 i i
in which j denotes inclusion and 
 and 	 are the canonical embeddings.
The map 	
 is a pure embedding by hypothesis, so 
 must be a pure
embedding. Because j is a pure embedding the map 
 j is as well. Yet
Ž . Ž   n  . n  image 
 j  G   G   G  . This completes the case0 i1 i i1 i
where S is an antichain.
Now suppose that S is not an antichain. There are three cases to
consider:
     Case 1. If    for any k 1, then G  G  . Thus G  0 k k 0 0
n     G  G  , a pure subgroup of G.i1 i 0
   Case 2. If    for some k 1, then G  G  . Without lossk 0 0 k
  Ž n  . Ž  of generality assume that k n. Then G    G   G  0 i1 i 0
Ž n
1  ..   Ž . G  G  by the modular law. Because G co-K n
 1 ,i1 i n
n
1     n
1   G  is cobalanced in G and thus G   G  is pure in G,i1 i 0 i1 i
    Ž n  .as is G  . Therefore G    G  is pure in G, as it is then 0 i1 i
intersection of pure subgroups of G.
Case 3. If  and  are incomparable for all k 1, then let R be the0 k
 4  4antichain of maximal types in S   . Because S   is not an an-0 0
   tichain, R  n. By the induction hypothesis,  G  is a cobalanced R
Ž .    subgroup of G, as G co-K n
 1 . Therefore, G   G  is0  R
n   pure in G. Yet  G   G  , so this completes the proof. R i1 i
THEOREM 4.6. Let G be a Butler group and let n be a non-negatie
Ž .integer. Then G is a co-K n -group if and only if for eery antichain of types T
  n   n  with 1 T  n 1 the image of G G  in 	 GG  underi0 i i0 i
the canonical embedding is pure.
 Proof. Let T be any antichain of types with 1 T  k n 1. Since
Ž .  G is a co-K k
 1 -group G is a pure subgroup of 	 GG  byT T
Lemma 4.4. The converse is Lemma 4.5.
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Ž .THEOREM 4.7. If G co-K n for n 0 and if T is any antichain of
  Ž  . Ž    types with 1 T  n 2 then G  G   	 G*  G  	T T
Ž  .    G  G*  , where G*  G  is completely decomposable and ho-T
mogeneous of type  for each  T.
Ž .  4Proof. Let G be a co-K n -group and let T  , . . . ,  be an an-0 k
tichain of types with k n 1. For j 0, . . . , k we define the sequence
of maps,
 	    G G G*  G G* j j jj j  	  ,k          G  G  G*  G  G  j j j ji0 i
where  is the natural epimorphism, 	 is the Butler decompositionj j
isomorphism given by Theorem 1.2, and  is projection. Let 
   	 j j j j j
and define 
  	k 
 . Let  be the natural epimorphismj0 j
Ž k  . Ž k  . : G  G  G  G*  . We claim that 
	  is the iso-i0 i i0 i
morphism we seek. 
We will first prove that 
	  is monic. Let 
	 
 and let  bej i j i j
Ž k  . Ž  ..the natural epimorphism  : G  G*  G  G*  . Sup-j i0 i i j i
pose that the composition
  
	G G*  Gj i 		k k    G  G   G* ij ii0 i i0 i
 1	 G*  Gj i 		ž /   G   G* ij i i j i
k k  Ž  .carries g g G  to 0. In this case,  g G*   0i0 i j i0 i
  Ž . Ž    .implies that g G*  . Thus 
 g  0	 G*  G  im-i j i j i j i i
k  Ž  . Ž  .plies that gG  for i j, whence g  G    G  . Sup-i i j i i0 i
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .pose now that 
	  g  0. Then 
 	  g  0 for all j, implyingj
k kŽ  . Ž  .  that g  G    G  for all j. Thus g G  , andi j i i0 i i0 i

	  is a monomorphism.
To prove that 
	  is an epimorphism we will show that its image
Ž k    . Ž k  .contains every summand of 	 G*  G  	 G G*  . Fix ji0 i i i0 i
      Ž .and suppose that gG  G*  G  . Since G is a co-K n -group,j j j
  Ž   Ž  ..  G*   G*    G  G  by Lemma 4.3. Thus g g gˆj j i j i j j
  Ž  .  with gG*    G  and g G  . A routine calculation givesˆ j i j i j j
Ž .Ž k  . Ž   .us that 
 	  g   G   0, . . . , 0, g  G  , 0, . . . , 0 ˆ i0 i j
       G*  G  . Thus, the image of 
	  contains G*  G  .j j j j
k   k   Ž .ŽLet g G*  G G*  and suppose that 
	  gi0 i i0 i
k  . Ž     k  . G   g G  , . . . , g G  , g G*  . By the abovei0 i 0 0 k k i0 i
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Ž .Ž k  .argument there are elements g G such that 
	  g  G ˆ ˆj j i0 i
Ž   . Ž .ŽŽ k . 0, . . . , 0, g  G  , 0, . . . , 0 . Thus 
 	  g 
 Ý g ˆj j i0 i
k  . Ž k  . G   0, . . . , 0, g G*  , implying that the image of 
	 i0 i i0 i
k  contains G G*  . Because the image of 
	  contains everyi0 i
Ž k    . Ž k  .summand of 	 G*  G  	 G G*  , 
	  is an isomor-i0 i i i0 i
phism and the argument is complete.
LEMMA 4.8. Let A and B be pure subgroups of the torsion-free group C.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then the image of C A B in CA 	 CB under the canonical
embedding is pure if and only if A B is a pure subgroup of C.
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽŽProof. Let : CA 	 CB  C A B be given by  c 1
.. Ž . Ž .A, c  B  c 
 c  A B and let C denote the image of2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .C A B in CA 	 CB under the canonical embedding. It is
routine to check that the kernel of  is C. Therefore C is a pure subgroup
Ž . Ž . Ž .of CA 	 CB if and only if C A B is torsion-free.
Ž .  4LEMMA 4.9. If G is a co-K n
 1 -group and if T  , . . . ,  is any set0 n
n   n  of types then the image of G G  in 	 GG  under thei0 i i0 i
Ž n
1  .  canonical embedding is pure if and only if  G  G  is purei0 i n
in G.
Ž .Proof. Let G co-K n
 1 . Then G is a pure subgroup ofn
1
n
1    	 GG  by Theorem 4.6. Thus G 	GG  is a pure subgroupi0 i n
1 n
n
1 nŽ  .    of 	 GG  	GG  	 GG  . Now G is contained ini0 i n i0 i n
n n     G 	GG  	 GG  , so that G is pure in 	 GG  ifn
1 n i0 i n i0 i
 and only if it is pure in G 	GG  . Yet this is equivalent to purity ofn
1 n
ŽŽ n
1  .  . Ž n
1  .  the image of G  G  G  in G G  	GG  . Byi0 i n i0 i n
n
1    Lemma 4.8, this is equivalent to purity of  G  G  in G.i0 i n
n n
1  Ž  .  Therefore, G is pure in 	 GG  if and only if  G  G n i0 i i0 i n
is pure in G.
THEOREM 4.10. Let G be a Butler group and let n be a non-negatie
Ž .integer. Then G is a co-K n -group if and only if for eery antichain of types
  ² : Ž    .T with 1  T  n  1 we hae G   	 G*  G  	T T
Ž  .  G  G*  , where G denotes the image of G G  inT T T
     	 GG  under the canonical embedding and G*  G  is com-T
pletely decomposable and homogeneous of type  for each  T. In this case
² :G G .T T
Proof. The proof is by induction on n, with the case n 0 following
² :directly from Theorem 1.2. G G is clear in this case, noting thatT T
     G G  	 GG  GG  .T T
Let n 0 be given and assume the theorem holds for all k n.
Suppose that G is a Butler group and T is an antichain of types with
  Ž .  1 T  n 1. If G co-K n , then G is pure in 	 GG  byT T
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² :Theorem 4.6, whence G   G . Also, G is isomorphic toT T T
  ² :G G  by definition. Theorem 4.7 then gives us G T T
Ž    .  	 G*  G  	G G*  , as desired.T T
² : Ž    .Conversely, suppose that G   	 G*  G  	T   T
   G G*  for all antichains of types T with 1 T  n 1. We willT
Ž .  show that G co-K n by proving that G is pure in 	 GG  forT T
every such T. The conclusion then follows from Theorem 4.6. Since
² : Ž    .  G  	 G*  G  	G G*  for all antichains ofT T T
 types T with 1 T  n, it follows from the induction hypothesis that
Ž .G co-K n
 1 . Thus, by Theorem 4.6 we have that G is pure inT
   	 GG  for all T with 1 T  n. It suffices then to consider theT
  Ž .case where T  n 1 and G co-K n
 1 .
 4 ² :Let T  , . . . ,  be an antichain of types. By assumption, G  is0 n T
Ž n    . n  isomorphic to 	 G*  G  	G G*  . Also, we have thati0 i i i0 i
n nŽ    . Ž Ž  ..G  	 G*  G  	 G  G*  by Theorem 4.7, as GT i0 i i i0 i
nŽ . ² :  co-K n
 1 . Thus G G G G  . For ease of notation weT T i0 i
n² :  will let H G . Because G H	 GG  there exists aT T i0 i
 natural epimorphism  : HGG  given by inclusion of H intoj j
n    	 GG  followed by projection onto GG  . As radicals are pre-i0 i j
Ž  .  served under homomorphisms,  H   0. We claim that H  Hj j j
ˆ ˆ  G , where G 	 GG  .j j i j i
n    Ž .Let hH  . Then H	 GG  implies that h g , . . . , g .j i0 i 0 n
ˆŽ  .  Because  H   0 we see that g  0 and so hG . Thus H  Hj j j j j
ˆ ˆG . Conversely, let hHG . Then hH implies that there existsj j
ˆ Ž .an integer m with mhG G . Thus mh x, . . . , x, 0, x, . . . , x , forT j
     some xG  . Yet xG  implies that mhG  . Therefore, mhj j T j
   H  , as G H. By purity of H  in H we may then conclude thatj T j
ˆ ˆ     hH  . So G HH  , and we have G HH  .j j j j j
Ž  .  Because  H   0, we can factor  through HH  , yielding thej j j j
ˆ ˆ    Ž  . Ž .map  : HH  GG  with  hH    h . Since  is anj j j j j j j
ˆ ˆ Ž  . Ž .epimorphism,  is as well. Also, if  hH   0, then  h  0, soj j j j
ˆ ˆ that hG HH  . Thus,  is an isomorphism. We will let j j j j
ˆdenote the inverse of  .j
  Ž .Given gGG  ,  g  h, where h is any element of H with g inj j
n Ž .coordinate j. Let 	  . Then for h g , . . . , g H we havei0 i 0 n
Ž . ŽŽ .. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . h   g , . . . , g   g , . . . ,  g  h, . . . , h . So  h H ,0 n 0 0 n n T
Ž . Ž . Ž .giving us that  H H . Conversely, if h, . . . , h H , then  h T T
Ž . Ž . Ž .h, . . . , h implies that H   H . Therefore,  H H . Because H isT T
n  a pure subgroup of 	 GG  , and because  is an isomorphism, iti0 i
nŽ .  follows that H   H is a pure subgroup of 	 HH  .T i0 i
  n  We will now show that H   H  is a pure subgroup of H. Let0 i1 i
n 4  T   , . . . ,   T. Then H denotes the image of H H  in1 n T  i1 i
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n  	 HH  under the canonical embedding. We now have that H is ai1 i T
nŽ  . Ž  .subset of HH  	H 	 HH  , where H is pure in0 T  i0 i T
n    	 HH  . Thus, H is also pure in HH  	H . It follows theni0 i T 0 T 
n     n  that H H  embeds purely in HH  	H H  . There-i0 i 0 i1 i
  n  fore H   H  is a pure subgroup of H by Lemma 4.8.0 i1 i
n   Since H and G are isomorphic we have that G   G  is aT T 0 i1 T i
pure subgroup of G . Another application of Lemma 4.8 gives us thatT
n n     G  G  G G  	G  G  is a pure embedding,T i0 T i T T 0 T i1 T i
n     n  whence G G  embeds purely in GG  	G G  . Sincei0 i 0 i1 i
n     n  G G  embeds purely in GG  	G G  , Lemma 4.8i0 i 0 i1 i
  n   Ž .gives us that G   G  is pure in G. Yet G is a co-K n
 1 -group0 i1 i
n  so that this is equivalent to G G  embedding purely ini0 i
n n   	 GG  by Lemma 4.9. Therefore G is pure in 	 GG  asi0 i T i0 i
desired.
Ž . Ž .5. EXAMPLES OF K n - AND co-K m -GROUPS
Ž . Ž .As noted in Section 1, both K  and co-K  are precisely the class of
finite-rank completely decomposable groups. Also, by definition the classes
Ž . Ž .K 0 and co-K 0 both equal the class of Butler groups. It is reasonable to
Ž . Ž .question the extent to which the classes K n and co-K m intersect for
given positive integers n and m. We address that question in this section
Ž . Ž .and construct examples of K n - and co-K m -groups.
In the following lemma we show that given integers n, m 1 and a
Ž . Ž .group G K n  co-K m
 1 , we can produce a group which is in both
Ž . Ž .K n
 1 and co-K m .
Ž Ž . ŽLEMMA 5.1. Let n 1 and m 1 be integers, and let G K n  K n
.. Ž Ž . Ž .. 1  co-K m
 1  co-K m . Then there is a group G which is in both1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K n
 1 and co-K m but is in neither K n nor co-K m 1 .
Ž .Proof. Since G K 0 there is a completely decomposable group H
and a cobalanced exact sequence E: 0GHG  0 2, Theorem1
 Ž . 1.4 . Because E is cobalanced and G K n , it follows from 9, Theorem
 Ž .1.7 that E is balanced and G  K n
 1 . Also, as E is cobalanced and1
Ž . Ž .G co-K m
 1 , we have that G  co-K m .1
Ž . Ž .Suppose now that G  K n . Then G K n 1 since E is balanced1
Ž .exact, a contradiction. Similarly, if G were in co-K m 1 then it would1
Ž .follow from Proposition 2.10 that G co-K m , also a contradiction.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore, G is in both K n
 1  K n and co-K m  co-K m 1 .
Let n be a positive integer greater than 1. Let A , . . . , A be subgroups1 n
 of Q. Then we define the group G G A , . . . , A to be the cokernel of1 n
the diagonal embedding of A n A into 	n A . Groups G so0 i1 i i1 i
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defined are rank n
 1 Butler groups and form a subclass of the BŽ1.-
 groups of 6 . They are commonly referred to as bracket groups.
We will show that given any two non-negative integers n and m there is
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ža group G such that G K n  co-K m , but G K n 1  co-K m
. 1 . If true, then for every pair of non-negative integers n and m the
Ž . Ž .intersection of the classes K n and co-K m strictly contains the class of
completely decomposable torsion-free groups of finite rank. At the same
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .time, K n  co-K m 1 and co-K m  K n 1 . The following exam-
ple, constructed by Nongxa and Vinsonhaler, will be of use.
 Ž .LEMMA 5.2 9, Example 4.1 a . Let t 1 and let A , A , . . . , A be0 1 t3
subgroups of Q containing Z with types  ,  , . . . ,  , respectiely, such0 1 t3
that A  A  A for 1 i j and such that  and  are incomparablei j 0 i j
  Ž .for 1 i j. Then the group G G A , . . . , A is a K t -group but not a1 t3
Ž .K t 1 -group.
Ž .LEMMA 5.3. The group G defined in Lemma 5.2 is not a co-K 1 -group.
² Ž .:Proof. We identify the group G with A 	 	 A , A 1, . . . , 1 ,1 t2 t3
Ž .to which it is isomorphic. We show G co-K 1 by considering the
       subgroup G  G  for suitable choices of  and  . If G  G  is
Ž .not a pure subgroup of G, then G is not a co-K 1 -group by Corollary 2.6.
Ž .We note that A , . . . , A , and A 1, . . . , 1 are pure subgroups of G,1 t2 t3
 4 Ž  .as the set A , . . . , A is cotrimmed see 8 .1 t3
Ž . ŽLet   type A for i 1, . . . , t 3; let      type A i i 1 2 1
. Ž .A ; and let      type A  A . Note that if    for any2 2 3 2 3 i
Ž . Ž . Ž .i 3 then                    i i i 1 2 i 1 i 2 0
      . Thus    for all i 3. By a similar argument   0 0 i i j
   for j 1 and j 4. It follows that A G  for i 3 and A G i j
Ž Ž ..for j 1 and j 4 here we are identifying A with A 1, . . . , 1 .t3 t3
Ž  . Ž  .  Therefore rank G   t 1 and rank G   t 1. Since G  
  Ž    . Ž .  G  , it follows that rank G  G   t 2 rank G . Hence G 
     G  is a full subgroup of G. We now show that A G  G  ,2
   implying that G  G  is not a pure subgroup of G.
   Suppose A G  G  . Let a A  A . Such an a exists since2 2 0
Ž .   implies that A  A . Let x 0, a, 0, . . . , 0  A G. Suppose0 2 0 2 2
Ž . Ž .  that x y z for some y 0, 0, a , . . . , a  c 1, . . . , 1 G  and3 t2
Ž . Ž .  z b , 0, 0, b , . . . , b  d 1, . . . , 1 G  . In this case, c d a1 4 t2
Ž .A . Yet c d  A , which implies that c d a A  A  A ,2 t3 2 t3 0
       a contradiction. Therefore, GG  G  , whence G  G  is
not a pure subgroup of G. This completes the proof.
THEOREM 5.4. Let n and m be any two non-negatie integers. Then there
Ž . Ž .is a group G which is both a K n -group and a co-K m -group, but neither a
Ž . Ž .K n 1 -group nor a co-K m 1 -group.
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 Proof. Let G  G A , . . . , A be defined as in Lemma 5.2, with0 1 nm3
Ž . Ž .t nm. Then G is a K nm -group that is not a K nm 1 -0
Ž . Ž .group. Furthermore, G is a co-K 0 -group Butler group that is not a0
Ž .co-K 1 -group by Lemma 5.3. If m 0, we are done. Otherwise, applica-
Ž .tion of Lemma 5.1 yields a group G which is in K nm
 1 and1
Ž . Ž . Ž .co-K 1 but is neither a K nm -group nor a co-K 2 -group. Application
of Lemma 5.1 to G at iteration i yields a group G which is both ai
1 i
Ž . Ž . ŽK nm
 i -group and a co-K i -group, but is neither a K nm
 i
. Ž .1 -group nor a co-K i 1 -group. Therefore, at iteration m we will have
Ž . Ž Ž . .produced a group G which is a K nm
m - or K n - group and am
Ž . Ž . Ž .co-K m -group, but is neither a K n 1 -group nor a co-K m 1 -group.
Letting GG completes the proof.m
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